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Internal use only

Possible information on display in model DVC... 
(functions of electronic)

Display What does it mean? Activation Disactivation

Letter 
E

E - like error. Can be shown only when
alu/metal filters are out. 

Function is connected with safety system.
It is to avoid possibility to operate the hood
when the filters are not inside. 
If a filter is not in place - letter E will be
shown, and the system will cut off the
power from the motor which is controlling
the hood. 

It is activated
automatically,
after dismantling
the metal/alumi-
num filter.

1. Install the filter again.
2. Press and hold Timer

button for more than
5 sec.
E will disappear.

3. Now press plus key sto
unlock the system - after
it normal work is possi-
ble.

Letter A A means that the hood is in automatic
mode. DVC hoods give user a possibility to
work automatically (without control from
user). 

A smelling sensor, located in the bottom
part of the hood, (just behind the LED
lights) will check the air, each 30 sec., and
compare it to "zero" condition - memorized
after first connection to the supply net. If/
when it will detect impurities, it will start at
a level that allows to remove it effectively. 

Press and hold
the minus key -
for more than 2
sec. (when fan is
in position 0).

Press and hold the minus
key -  for more than 2 sec.
(at any level).

Letter F F - like filter. This letter appears, when alu-
minum filter should be cleaned. 

NOTE: It is possible to operate the hood
when F is shown on the display, however,
the user will not see the speed on the dis-
play.

It is activated
automatically. Pro-
gram will count
total 100 hours,
starting from first
use.

1. Take off the alu filter and
clean it.  

2. Install the filter again. 
3. Press and hold Timer

key for more then 10 sec.
F letter will disappear.

Letter C C - like carbon. This letter appears, when
the carbon filter should be changed.

NOTE: It is possible to operate the hood
when C is shown on the display, however,
the user will not see the speed on the dis-
play.

NOTE: Program does not recognize if user
is using the carbon filter or not. Function is
automatically activated.

It is activated
automatically. Pro-
gram will count
total 100 hours,
starting from first
use.

1. (If the filters are used)
Replace the filters. 

2. Press and hold Timer
key for more then 10 sec.
C letter will disappear.


